
What Lies 
Beneath?



The theatre, 
The theater



hupokrites:
-an actor under an assumed 
character

Strong’s G5273



hyp-o-crite:
-a person who puts on a false 
appearance of virtue or religion

www.merriam-webster.com



Do you ever 
pretend to be 
someone or 
something you 
are not?



The Sermon 
on the Mount



Matthew 7:5

Hypocrite! First remove the plank 
from your own eye, and then you 
will see clearly to remove the 
speck from your brother’s eye.



PENT UP 
ANGER



The Sermon 
on the Mount



Matthew 7:1

“Judge not, that you be not 
judged.



Can you read 
the heart?





1 Samuel 16:7A

“Do not look at his appearance or 
at his physical stature, because I 
have refused him.



1 Samuel 16:7B

For the LORD does not see as man 
sees; for man looks at the outward 
appearance, but the LORD looks at 
the heart.”



Don’t judge a 
book by its 
cover



“You will know them 
by their fruits.”

Mt. 7:16



Matthew 7:1

“Judge not, that you be not 
judged.



Matthew 7:2

For with what judgment you judge, 
you will be judged; and with the 
measure you use, it will be 
measured back to you.



Matthew 7:3

And why do you look at the speck 
in your brother’s eye, but do not 
consider the plank in your own 
eye?





Gossip?



Matthew 7:4

Or how can you say to your 
brother, ‘Let me remove the 
speck from your eye’; and look, 
a plank is in your own eye?





Jesus has 
the solution



Matthew 7:5

Hypocrite! First remove the plank 
from your own eye, and then you 
will see clearly to remove the 
speck from your brother’s eye.





Matthew 7:6

“Do not give what is holy to the 
dogs; nor cast your pearls before 
swine, lest they trample them under 
their feet, and turn and tear you in 
pieces.



Spend your 
time where 
you can be 

effective.



What Lies Beneath?



I Love to 
Tell the 
Story

Hymn # 457

CLOSING SONG



What Lies 
Beneath?


